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Product Overview 
This alternative to the LGMT434 Masthead 
Receiver but has the addition of relay 
outputs which can be connected directly to 
the alarm pre-sets of a PTZ camera.

The unit provides either 4 alarm outputs 
with corresponding tamper outputs or 
eight alarm outputs without tampers. DIL 
switches set the different modes as well 
as the unit code groups. Expansion units 
are available to increase the number of 
alarm outputs. There is no limit to the 
number of LGMRU4x4 units that can be 
used on any one system. This unit can 
transmit information as well as receive 
it which means it will transmit back to a 

Walk Test Instrument to show all received 
information as well as signal strength 
back at the masthead. In this way the 
installer knows that the detector is working 
correctly and also that it is being received 
by the system. In addition, it can perform 
as a repeater for systems that require 
greater transmission operating distances. 
An optional aerial (AE434) may be used 
Instead of the supplied aerial for improved 
reception.

LGMRU4X4 
Genesis Masthead Receiver  
with Relays 
For Lighting Control

Installation 
A simpler type of 
interface is achieved 
using a PIR receiver 
with built in relay 
as shown for direct 
connection to a PTZ.

LGMRU4X4

Dome Camera

For Use With LGIP MT434

For more information see separate datasheets

PIR PIR

PIR PIR

LGREM4x4 Expansion Module
This module can be added to  
the LGMRU4x4 to increase the  
number of outputs in multiples  
of 4 or 8.

Genesis LGWP  
Wireless PIR Detector

Genesis 2  
Wireless PIR Detector

LGTX434  Wireless  
Genesis Transmitter

3rd party products fitted with 
Genesis transmitters

AE434 High  
Efficiency Aerial
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SpecificationsDimensions
Receiver frequency 434.325Mhz

Reception Range Ikm max line of sight 
(with AE434)

Aerial 50 ohm 1/4 wave

Site codes 32

Unit codes 16

Alarm relays 4 or 8 selectable

Tamper relays 4 or 0 selectable

Contact Duration 2 Seconds

Operating voltage 12V DC

Power Consumption Max 86m/a

Temperature Range -10 deg C +60 deg C

Weather Rating IP66

Enclosure ABS plastic housing

RoHS
COMPLIANT

120mm 55mm

170mm


